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This invention relates to. a receptacle or box 
for storing vand handling small partsof variousv 
kinds, such as nuts, bolts, or other similar-articles. 
it is particularly concerned with a structure of 
the type in ‘which the units may be stacked one 
ontop of another when in- operativeuse, or when 
out- of usev may be nested to. occupya minimum 
of storage space. The preferred ‘form of ‘unit 
is-also so constructed that a plurality‘ of stacked 

may be arranged in side by‘ side relation. 
ship, and'in thisvpositi-on likewise occupy a mini 
mum of storage space. 
It vis appreciated that in the past container 

units of‘ a generally similar type have been pro 
vided for use in connectionwith .a large variety 
of articles and that certain of the features of. 
the preferred form of the invention are to be 
found in earlier structures. However, the struc 
ture of‘ the invention includes particular novel 
improvement which combine to: render’ it an ex 
tremely effective unit. forthe intended purpose. 
One of ‘the objects of the invention has been 

to provide a container of ‘the type adapted to. be 
nested and stacked having‘ hoppers on each end 
thereof, so- -that when two or more. are in the 
stacked'position, the interiors of'the lower con. 
tainers are readily‘ accessible from both ends, 
thereby greatly‘ facilitating the handling-of parts 
in a factory or production line where adjoining 
departments are required to utilize. the same a 
parts. - 

‘Another object has been to provide a plurality 
of container units adapted to benested-to the. 
maxi-mum degree permitted by‘ the con?guration 
of’ vthe structure, ‘but which when nested will 
never jam and thereby render :it di?icultto dis- 
lodge one unit from the other. 
Another object has been to provide a container 

of the character described in which a pair of 
transversely extending shoulders are formed in 
the base, one at each end thereof. These shoul 
ders engage with the balls of the ‘next lower 
unit in the stacked position to prevent either 
longitudinal or transverse movementv of the unit, 
and at the same time provide a'transverse re 
inforcement for‘the base of the container. 
Another object has been to‘ provide‘ bails neces 

sarily con?gurated to perform the dual func 
tions of nesting and stacking‘, but con?gurated 
in one plane only, thereby greatly simplifying 
their manufacture. . 

Another object has been to provide v?ange ex 
tensions on the outer ends of the side walls of 
substantial and outwardly ‘increasing width for 
supporting the bails in the-‘nested position and . 
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to accomplish this result‘ without correspond--v 
ingly-extending the sidewall ends laterally. . 
Another object. has been to provide a. .con 

tainer of the character described: from asinglel 
sheet of metal. or equivalent material cutand 
formed to. the desired. con?guration. 
Other and further objects: and advantages will. 

be apparent from. the further and more detailed 
description of a structure comprising. apreferred. 
form of the invention when considered imcon 
junction with :the drawings in which: 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a. pair of. 

units of thetype of. the invention arranged-.one. 
ontop. of the other in stacked‘ relationship. 
Figure 2 is a perspective: viewof'the same units: 

arranged in nested relationship. 
- Figure .3: is; a. longitudinal crossrsectional View 
showing twoboxes in the nested position- and a; 
third in. thestacked position. 
Figure 4.» is, an. end view of.‘ one of the units: 

with the ibails in nesting position. 
Figure: 5‘ is" an enlarged fragmentary viewof; 

the upper right hand corner of Figure 4. with. 
the bail in stacking position and'the nesting po 
sition. shown. in dotted lines. 
‘Referring now ‘to. the drawings for afurther 

and more:.detailed description of the invention. 
the: general nature.- of the structure; and- the stack‘ 
ing and nesting. utilities .thereof are clearly ape 

. parent; from. the - drawings. and-particularly ‘Fig 
ures I and 2', in. which l0‘ designates a. unit 
generally. As: shown, the container is of. gen- 
erally rectangular: con?guration. having an open 
upper face. It is formed preferably from a ‘sine. 
gle-sheet ofmedium gauge metal. cut and. formed 
torethe'desired con?guration. . 

The side walls, which are. of identical con~ 
?guration, are designated generally as H. 
These walls are: ?ared outwardly as‘ 'shownpar 
ti'cularly Figure 4. The end wallsv are desig;— 
nated 112‘ ‘and are: also. ?ared. outwardly to form 
hoppers. The bottomqisdesignatedas l3. Bails 
M1 have ‘their outerends journaled in the side 
walls a'sat F5 and are: adapted to' be swung from 
the extended or nesting position, shown for ex 
ample’ in Figure 4,. to: thewretracted or stacking 
position, shown'in-full lines‘ in ‘ Figure ‘5. Shoul 
ders it‘ are formed at the upper edges of the. 
inner faces of the side walls and thewalls are 
then continued outwardly to form the ?anges 
Hand again upwardly toform the wallexten, 

I81. Itis in these extensions that‘ the bails 
are journaled. ' As - shown particularly Figures 

71-, 2‘anid 4. the ‘flanges n are parallel to! the 
base in v(their central- section but- incline down‘ 
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wardly from shoulders IE to the end walls. As 
this downward inclination continues, the ?anges 
widen in correspondence to the inclination of 
the side walls so that at their outer ends they 
provide relatively wide seats IQ for the bails when 
the latter are in stacking position. It will be 
noted, however, that the extensions l8 remain 
vertical and straight longitudinally and this 
greatly facilitates the positioning of the units in 
side by side position to ‘occupy a minimum of‘ 
space. . - . 

The details of the construction ‘of'the base i3 
are best illustrated in Figure 3. In this view as 
previously stated, the end walls .12 'are- inclined 
outwardly as shown to form hoppers at each 
end of the units, so that parts can be deposited 
in and withdrawn from any desired unit in a 
stack. At their lower ends, the end walls l2 are 
turned horizontally inwardly to form the base’ 
sections 20 which have their inner termination 
points, atv'the shoulders 21. The walls. then ex-v 
tend downwardly to form the vertical offset-22 
and ?nally are con?gurated horizontally to form 
thevbase section l3. These base sections are 
preferably reinforced at each side of a .unit by 
the skid strips 23—23 which add strength to the 
structure and. prevent the wearing out of the 
base" if J the units are subjected to continuous 
slidingmovement over a hard surface; such as 
a cement ?oor. 
The side walls II are preferably secured to 

the end walls [2 by folding over flaps 24 at each 
corner and then spot welding. Beads 25 are 
preferably. formed at the upper edges of the end 
walls to add additional rigidity. 
The exact construction of the bails I4 is of 

considerable importance. As shown particularly 
in Figures 4 and 5, they are bent in one plane 
only which greatly reduces the manufacturing 
cost.‘ The‘arms 26 extend substantially paral 
lel to the side wall extensions [8 in both posi 
tions vwhile the transverse portions‘ 21 are sub 
stantially parallel to the end walls. Offsets 28 
are formed‘ at each endof the transverse por-: 
tions 21. In the stacked position shown in Fig 
ure' '1, the transverse portions 21 of the bails’ as 
.de?ned by the offset portions 28 engage the 
notches 29 formed between the sections 20 and 
22. The offsets themselves engage the corners 
of the container at the respective ends of notch-;; 
es '29. The bails thus prevent’the shifting 0 
one unit with respect to ‘the. other either longi 
tudinally or horizontally when the units are in 
stacked position. . ’ j , 

I1 Itwill be noted from Figures 4 and 5 particu: 
larly that the length of the bail arms 26 with 
relation to the distance between the points l5 
at which they are journaled in the side‘ walls 
and the upper ends of the end walls is such ‘that 
inithe stacked position ‘the transverse portions 
2'I‘of the bails are disposed slightly to the interi 
or of the upper beaded edges 25 of the end walls. 
It will be observed also that the transverse por 
tions 21 of each bail is below the pivot axis of 
the bail as de?ned by the journals IS. AS a re 
sult of this construction, when the units are in 
nested position, the upper units are in each case 
supported by the bails of- the next lower unit 
rather than by the inner walls of the‘ container; 
And no matter how'tightly the upper ‘container 
is forced against the bails of the next lower one, 
the instant that the upper container is raised, 
due to the‘fact that the transverse portions v2‘! 
of the balls are belowrtheirjpivots» and must 
swing outwardly if raised at ,all,_contact;-is_im 
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4 
mediately broken.’ The containers, therefore, 
cannot jam and it is a very simple matter to lift 
out one or more of the upper units by simply ele 
vating the balls of the unit below the lowest one 
which it is desired to elevate. 
The arrangement provided for supporting the 

units in stacked position is also particularly ef 
fective. As contrasted with more complicated 
constructions in which an actual locking ar 
rangement is provided between the bails of one 
container and .the base of the one which is su 

1 perimposed on it, the engagement here between 
the notch 29 and the angle formed between the 
transverse portions 27 of the bails and the offset 
portions 28 is entirely adequate for the purpose 
intended, and at ‘the same time is very easy to 
engage and disengage. An additional advantage 
resides in the fact that the bends required to 
form-the'notch 29 add a considerable degree of 
transverse strengthening to the container. 
."A‘ further advantage of- the structure is found 
in the broad seats l9 provided for the bails in 
nestingv position. Since in lighter weight mate-j 
rials there is some tendency of the sides torspring 
apart and cause the bails to swing downwardly 
into the interior of the container, this tendency 
is completely averted by the construction, de-. 
scribed. A further factor in achieving thisqrea 
sult is found in the fact that the side wall ex 
tensions l8 form a straight, line longitudinally. 
This permits the bail arms 26 to- be positioned 
very close to the inner surface of the end wall 
extensions l8 at all times, as will be particularly 
noted in Figures 4 and 5, and further prevents 
the bail ends from slipping out of the bores in 

which they are journaled. ' a An important feature. of the invention is the 

ease and simplicity of its manufacture. As pre 
viously stated, the side and end walls are formed 
from a single sheet of metal so that'there is a 
minimum of fabrication expense. The bails are 
likewise con?gurated in va single operationgbe 
cause the con?guration'is in one plane only. 

, The present container can be used in- a numé, 
ber of differentgways to facilitate the handling of 
small parts. 
plurality of the containers can be. stacked in a 
bank, and used in place ‘of vconventional small 
parts bins.__ ,Since, thecontainers have hoppers; 
at both‘ends; the parts, are availableat both 
sides of the bank. Also, the offsets 28 on, the‘ 
bails are adapted ‘to, receive hooks so that the 
containers maybe hung from chain conveyors to 
move parts orsmall sub-assemblies from place 
tozplace in manufacturing processes utilizing 

production line techniques. _ H .. The cointainersrinhaddition canvbe used with_-; 

out the bails for storing parts on a workbench. 
In this use, the bails, are removed and: several 
containers bolted together side byside withthe 
bolts extending through theqbail holes, , ,_ ;, 

- While the structure which has‘ been described 
and ‘illustrated comprises the preferred ' form 
of the invention,lit-w,ill be obvious that various 
changes and departures may be made without de 
parting from the principles of the invention?asv 
set out in the ‘ensuing claims. , _ , ~ __ 

~-'.Having fully described by invention, I claim: 
' 1. ;A container‘ for parts or the like comprising 

a'pai'r'of outwardly?ared side walls, a- pair of 
outwardly ?ared end walls and a base; eachof 

- said side walls having va- continuous horizontal 
flange spaced from, the upper edge thereof,;sai_d 
flanges being inclined downwardly'at theirends, 
said Side 'W #1115 WWW; ertension .pQ1?l?i°n§. @3322’. 

In a stock'room,vfor example, a, 
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ing upwardly from thaouteredgeo?sai'd ?anges‘, 
baiis; journaled in said: extension; portions, one 
bail being,v adjacent each end; of‘ the container, 
said‘, bails. having transverse arms substantially 
parallel to. the end wallsofi' the container, the 
ends. of ‘ thetransyerse arm-s being adapted- to: be 
supported, on the; side: wall flanges, said bails. 
beingadapted to-be swung from: a stacking posi.- 
tion in which the transverse.- arms. are towards» 
the-center of, thecontainer to- av nesting position 
in} which they are slightly inwardly of theupper. 
edges, of, the end walls and below the. uppermost. 
level of the ?anges, in said latter position said. 
bails. forming the sole support for. a. like: con 
tainer, superimposed thereon.‘ ’ ‘ , , 

2; A container for vparts or the like adapted to" 
be, selectively stacked‘. or nested with, a plurality 
ofj'like, containers, said container comprising a 
pair of‘ outwardly ?ared side walls, a pair of 
outwardly ?ared‘ end walls and“ a base, said end‘ 
walls. being. lower than, the side walls, each of‘ 
said side walls having a continuous horizontal 
?ange spaced from the upper edge thereof, said 
?anges being inclined downwardly at their ends, 
bailsj'ournaled in said side walls atlpoints above 
said ?anges and being adapted‘ to be. supported‘ 
thereby, one bail being adjacent each end of 
the container, saidrbail's haying transverse por 
t'ions with an offset. adjacent each outer end 
thereof,‘. said" bails being adapted to be swung 
irom a stacking position in which the trans 
verse; portions are, adjacent the center of the 
container to a nesting position in which they 
areadjacent, the end walls-thereof, the base vof 
said container, being con?gurated toiorm trans 
verse o?sets at each end thereof, said transverse 
offsets'ibeing engageable with‘ the offset portions 
of ‘the bails of. a lower container when said bails 
are in‘ stacking position to support said con 
tainer and to restrain. longitudinal and trans 
versemovementof the upper container'with' re 
spect to saidlower container; - v 

3. A container for parts or the like adapted 
to be selectively stacked or nested with a plu 
rality of like containers, said container being 
formed from a single sheet of ?at material and 
comprising a pair of outwardly ?ared side walls, 
a pair of outwardly ?ared end walls, said end 
walls being lower than the side walls and said 
side walls being inclined downwardly at their 
ends to constitute hoppers at each end of the 
container when a plurality of containers are in 
stacked position, each of said side walls being 
con?gurated to provide a continuous outwardly 
extending horizontal ?ange spaced from the 
upper edge thereof, said ?anges being inclined 
downwardly at their ends, bails journaled in 
the side walls at points above the ?anges but 
below the uppermost level thereof, one bail be 
ing adjacent each end of the container, said bails 
having transverse portions with an offset adjacent 
each end of said transverse portions, said bail 
being adapted to be swung from a stacking posi 
tron in which the transverse portions are towards 
the center of the container to a nesting position 
in which they are adjacent the end walls thereof, 
the base of the container being con?gurated to 
form transverse ledge portions at each end there 
of, said ledge portions being engageable with 
the offsets or the bails of a lower container when 
said bails are in stacking position to support 
said container against movement in any di 
rection and at the same time to permit access 
to any container in the stack through the hoppers 
provided at each end of the containers. 
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4. A, container'fon parts; or: the like-adapted» 
toalbe: selectively stacked or‘ nested: with a. plus. 
rality" of like containers, said container: comprise 
ing‘ apair of outwardly ?ared’ side walls, a pair.‘ 
or outwardly ?ared end walls and a base,‘ said 
end ‘walls being lower‘ than. the side walls and‘ 
said side walls vbeing inclined downwardly at 
their ends to. constitute: hoppers. at. each‘ end. of 
the container whena plurality of. containers are 
in: ‘stacked position, each ‘of. said side walls the-.1 
ing‘ con?gurated to: providev a. continuous out‘ 
weirdly-extending horizontalz'flange spaced from" 
the’ upper edge thereof, ‘said. ?anges: being in.-';v 
clined downwardly at their ends, bails-journaledv 

I name side walls: at points abovethe ?anges, one 
bail being adjacent. each ‘end of the container, 
said bails being con?gurated in‘ one plane. only 
t'oprovide armportions adapted to' swingparallel 
to the side walls. of the container,, transverse 
portions adapted to- swing parallel. to- therend 
walls-and offset portions formed on the transverse; 
portions adjacent each endthereofysaid bails 
being adapted tobe swungrfrorn a stacking posi.-_ 
tion in which the transverse arms are‘ towards 
the center of. the container tov a nesting position 
in which they‘are adjacent the‘ end walls thereof, 
said offset portions being engageable with the 
base of an-upper container of like con?guration 
in the stacking position to preventrelative-move 
ment between the two containers. 

5; A container for partsor'the' likeiadapt'ed ‘to 
be selectively stacked or. nested with aplurality, 
of like containers, said container comprising a 
pair of outwardly ?ared side walls, a. pairqof out 
wardly ?ared‘ end walls, and a basesaidien'd'walls 
being lower than the. side walls ‘and said side 
walls being inclined downwardlyv at‘ their ends 
to constitute ‘hoppers at each end of the con 
tainer when a plurality of containers are in 
stacked position, each of. said side walls being 
con?gurated‘ to provide a, continuous outwardly 
extending? horizontal ?angeispace'd from the up 
per edge thereof, said ?anges being inclined 
downwardly at their ends and progressively in 
creasing in width from the point at which their 
downward inclination commences to the ends of 
the container, bails journaled in the side walls 
at points above the ?anges, one bail being adja 
cent each end of the container, said bails having 
arm portions adapted to swing parallel to the 
side walls of the container and closely contiguous 
thereto and transverse portions adapted to swing 
parallel to the end walls, said bails being adapted 
to be swung from a stacking position in which 
the transverse portions are towards the center of 
the container to a nesting position in which they 
are inwardly of the end walls thereof, in said 
latter position the arm portions of said bails being 
supported by the widened portions of the ?anges 
and the transverse portions being engageable 
with the end wall of an upper container of like 
con?guration. 

6. A small parts container or the like com 
prising outwardly ?ared side and end walls and 
a bottom, said end walls being lower than the 
side walls and ?ared to a substantially greater 
degree than said side walls, said side walls slant 
ing downwardly at their respective ends and con 
stituting end hoppers in conjunction with the 
respective end walls, the upper margin of each 
side wall turned outwardly and then upwardly 
to provide a continuous ledge at the inner side 
thereof, a pair of balls, each bail of the pair con 
?gurated in a single plane to provide end pivots 
with arms extending at right angles to the end . 
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pivots and a transverse portion'connecting said 
arms, each bail mounted transversely of the con 
tainer adjacent an end thereof with its, end 
pivots journaled in the respective side walls in 
the downwardly slanting ends thereof above the 
ledges, whereby the ledges are engaged by the 
arms of the bails when they are swung inwardly 
toward the center of the container, in which posi 
tion the bails are adapted to support a similar 
container in stacked relationship, and engaged 
by the arms of the bails when they are swung 
toward theend walls, in which position the bails 
are adapted to support a similar container in 
nested relationship. 

A small parts container or the like com 
prising outwardly ?ared side and end walls and 
abottom,v said end walls being lower than the 
side walls and ?ared to a substantially greater 
degree than said side walls, said side Walls slant 
ing downwardly at their respective ends to con 
stitute in conjunction with the respective end 
walls a pair of end hoppers, the upper margin 
of" each side wall turned outwardly and then 
upwardly to provide a ledge extending the full 
length thereof, a pair‘of bails, each bail of the 
pair con?gurated to provide end pivots with arms 
extending at right angles to the end pivots and 
a transverse portion connecting said arms, each 
bail mounted transversely of the container adja 
cent an end thereof with its respective ends pivot 
ally, journaled in the side walls above the ledges 
and in the downwardly slanting ends thereof, 
whereby the arms of the bail are adapted to rest 
upon the ledges adjacent the end wall with the 
transverse portion of the bail lower than the 
axis of its-‘end pivots, and the arms of the bail 
being of such a size that when in the described 
position the transverse portion of the bail is 
spaced inwardly of the end wall. 

v8. A small parts container comprising outward 
ly ?ared side and end walls and a bottom, said 
end walls being lower than the side walls, a pair 
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of balls, each ball’ of the pair having'end pivots 
with arms extending at right angles to the end 
pivots and a transverse portion connecting the 
arms, eachbail pivotally journaled in the respec 
tive side walls adjacent one end of the container 
in'such a position that when the bail is swung 
outwardly the transverse portion is parallel to 
(but spaced inwardly from the end wall, and 
means supporting the bail in the outward posi 
tion with its transverse portion below the axis 
of its end pivots where it is, engageable with the 
end wall of a, second like container nested 
therein. , ' 

I 9. A small parts container comprising outward 
ly_ ?ared side and end walls and a bottom, said 
end walls being lower than said side walls and 
?ared to a substantially greater degree than said 
sidewalls, a pair of bails, each bail of the pair 
Having ,a pair of end pivots disposed upon a com 
mon axis and a transverse portion disposed in 
spaced parallel relationship with respect to said 
:axis, each bail having its end pivots journaled 
in the respective side walls adjacent an end of 
vthe container in such a position that the bail 
may be swung into an outwardly and, downwardly 
angulated positionin which the transverse por 
tion is parallel to, but spaced inwardly from, the 
adjacent end wall andjbelow the axis of said end 
pivots, and means supporting said vbail in said 
position where it is engageable with the end wall 
of a second like container nested therein. , 
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